
WELCOMEWELCOMEWELCOME
01 I wrote this book with you and

your business in mind and so i
want you to first
CONGRATULATE yourself for
finding yourself on this page at
this exact time .

02 I am interested in your business
progress and because I want
my great country to become
better, if your business does
better, it adds to the value of
our economy and the more
successful businesses that we
have the more improvement we
get in our economy …



The contents of this book will blow your mind away !!The contents of this book will blow your mind away !!

It will give you the best kept secret of online advertisersIt will give you the best kept secret of online advertisers
in the Nigerian marketing clime !!in the Nigerian marketing clime !!

If you are not ready to improve your business and makeIf you are not ready to improve your business and make
more moneymore money  

DON'T GODON'T GODON'T GO
ANYANYANY

FURTHERFURTHERFURTHER



my name is mayowa adeoti

I am a DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION EXPERT

and I am passionate about helping

businesses to leverage the power of

technology in running profitable

businesses and providing value to their

customers.

Covering a unique portfolio of Web

Development(Web Application, Mobile

Applications,& Websites), Digital Marketing

, Ecommerce Automation, Business

workflow automation and technical

system setup for SMEs, I work with

businesses & Individuals to improve

technological processes and embrace the

productivity that technology has to

offer.Over the past 10 years, I have used

my knowledge and skill in deploying Value

driven Apps & Marketing systems  across

several Industries & cadre, I bring Value to

the table, whether you are a conglomerate

looking to transform your digital space or

a small startup who wants to leverage the

power of technology in increasing your

profits & delivering value to your

customers.

I I have deployed several banking applications for some of the top banks in Nigeria and

have helped several small businesses to X10 their ROI.I  Lead a Team of other technical &

Marketing Experts at my firm, Marketzone E Services



Why do you need to promote your

business with paid ads?

Content matters in advertising

Who do I target with my direct sales

advert?

General Targeting Options

Bonus: Payment Problems and

Possible solutions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

** Please note that when I use the term ….

“Facebook” …., I use it in Inclusion …I am

referring to both Facebook and Instagram

… remember that Facebook owns

Instagram ….

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN IN THIS EBOOK 
AND QUESTIONS THAT WILL BE ANSWERED…



It has been proven that less than 10% of people

actually following you sees your posts at every

point in time and this would actually be determined

by the amount of engagement you receive on your

post from your followers ….by engagement I mean

the “likes, comments and saves” you get on the

post you make.Seeing these discouraging

statistics you might wonder how then do I make as

many sales as I desire if enough people are not

seeing my posts, that is where driving paid traffic

through ADs comes in, It is 1 of the major 

 GROWTH HACKS you can apply to your business

to grow faster.So for every business that is ready

to scale, you need to drive paid traffic through Ads

for the following reasons:

WHY DO YOU NEED TO PROMOTEWHY DO YOU NEED TO PROMOTE  
YOUR BUSINESS WITH PAID ADS?YOUR BUSINESS WITH PAID ADS?



Growth Hack: To grow your brand in the

online space at a faster rate, this is important,

you need to pay Facebook to expose your

brand or offer to more people that you could

have reached organically. Organic traffic is

great don’t get me wrong, very great in fact,

(so much so that I have another Ebook

dedicated to how you can generate Free leads

through your Facebook profile on Autopilot .

CHECK IT OUT HERE ), but as good as

organic traffic is, you need more eyeballs on

your brand/offer.

1.

3. Direct Sales: Now that you understand that

you must employ Facebook to promote your

business for you, there are 3 easy techniques to

ensure that you generate the right traffic and that

you get them to perform your desired action.

BRAND AWARENESS ====>CONSIDERATION
=====>CONVERSION

2. Brand Awareness

Add a little bit of body textI will be explaining the following
steps below, follow me ….



How do you want your prospects and leads to see

you? As a distinct authority in your industry ? or as

just “One of those” Brands? .A brand awareness Ad

will present you to your prospects as a value-driven

business, with this your audience is confident that

you desire to give more than you want to collect

from them and they know they will receive value for

the attention and money they are giving to you. Your

brand awareness Ads must be either/any of the

following content or a mixture of the 2 or 3

BRAND AWARENESS
THIS IS YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION. DON’T JOKE

WITH IT.

EDUCATIVE CONTENT

SOCIAL PROOFS/CASE STUDY

IMPRESSIVE BRAND INTRODUCTION



a core message about your brand 

Give your prospect a quick Win through the

value you present in the post

Make them want more – thereby prompting

them to follow whatever CTA (Call to Action)

you add to the post.

Using a blend of the 3 cardinal content points

above, Craft it in such a way that you pass

across:

The resultant effect of running a brand awareness

Ads is that you get more enquiries in your DM,

Your prospects will have more confidence in your

brand and want to know more and make enquiries

about your products …The long-term effect OF

BRAND AWARENESS ads is that it strengthens

your brand in the marketplace and although you

are not giving a direct Call to Action, you still get

people interested in your brand and this translates

to sales.



This stage is where you start making direct sales

advert, like actually promoting your products.This

works best when you are presenting yourself to people

who have had some form of introduction or contact

with your brand in the past, you are not totally new to

them, so it's easier for them to trust your brand and

believe you can deliver your promise. These are your

warm Audiences. Warm audiences are the people

following you on social media already, people who

have engaged with you whether online or offline, they

have previously passed through the brand awareness

stage and have engaged with your brand one way or

the other.This kind of audience already understands

your brand's message and has trust in your brand to

some level. It will be easier to convert these people to

buy from you than somebody just learning about your

brand. But note that this stage of making direct sales to

warm audiences can only be achieved by using the

Facebook Ad Manager.You can access the Facebook

Ad manager mostly through a computer but there is

also a mobile version of the Ad manager now.

THE CONSIDERATION STAGE:



The reason why you will need to use the Ad

manager is because this is where you can

specifically target the following kind of audiences

(which are warm audiences derived from your

previous engagementsYou have the choice of

creating an audience of your

Facebook/Instagrams users including:

** If you want to learn how to use the
Mobile Ad Manager to run both brand

awareness and consideration stage Ads as
explained here, PLEASE VISIT THIS

LINK.



Everyone who engaged with your
Facebook/Instagram profile (this includes
visiting your profile OR engaging with your
content or ads)

Only people who visited your Facebook
/Instagram profile

Only people who engaged with your content or
ads

People who sent a message to your business
profile

People who saved any of your posts or ads

Are you thinking about what I’m thinking? All
the possibilities available with the choices

above?



How you can speak directly to a particular audience

with the content of your Ad? 

Are you seeing how you can retarget people that

made enquiries and probably not paid with a

discount? 

Or how you can directly market to people that have

bought from you in the past through the DM

Attracting previous customers back with a limited

time discount?

See… the possibilities are endless …

When they say there is an art to running

profitable Ads on Social Media , THIS IS IT ... …

This is the art that I have just revealed to you, I

hope this information has been useful to you and

you will be able to make use of it to improve your

business …CHECK OUT THIS LINK FOR A VISE

THAT VISUALLY EXPLAINS HOW TO DO THIS

….



This stage is so very important and it is one you

must master because this is where most of the

magic happens, this is where you make the bulk

of the sales you get from paid traffic.Facebook is

a fantastic platform and they make their major

income through their advertising platform, as

such they have built a massive tool for marketers

to properly handle advertisements and they 

 continue to improve on this platform.

For the conversion stage there are tools you

must use on the ad manager to ensure the Ads

you run under the conversion stage are

optimized for conversion.You need to create

specific kind of audiencesYou need to set up

conversion events and use them

appropriately.But Alas, it is more than I can

teach in this ebook, somethings are better

taught through videos and practical examples

than explaining inside ebooks.

THE CONVERSION STAGE:



If you would like to know more about it, PLEASE

VISIT THIS LINK. 

Expect more value added emails from me. If you

have any questions about any of the information

above, maybe you want me to shed more light on

something, please hit the reply button in the email

where you received this eBook and send me your

questions…I promise to answer the questions as

soon as I can.

Below is the Appendix for the payment

problems and possible solutions section:



Check if your account is a Prepaid account or a

Post-paid account. A prepaid account means you

have to load in some money into your Facebook

account before you can run your ads. A postpaid

account is one where you can run ads and

Facebook will only charge for the amount you have

spent only when you have reached a particular

threshold. If you are on a prepaid account, try the

next point to sort out your problem.

Also, click on Add new payments option and see if

you have the option that says “”Naira Payment

with Mastercard/Visa” as shown below, then go

ahead and follow the prompts to pay with your

card but using the PAYU platform. This directs

you to the PAYU site to complete the payment but

after successful payment you are directed back to

the Facebook Ad Manager

FACEBOOK IS REJECTING MY CARD:1.

Possible Solutions:



If you are on a postpaid account , the best thing

you can do to solve your payment problem is to

get a dollar card. You either get one from your

bank or register for a virtual dollar card.You can

register for a virtual dollar card by  going to your

app store and downloading an APP called

“barter by flutterwave” . Go through the

registration process that asks for your BVN and

co, don’t worry it is a certified app as flutterwave

is a federal government



certified Payment processing company in Nigeria.

Register , finish the registration and load money into

the account, in the app a naira card is automatically

created for you, but don’t forget what you need is a

Dollar card. So click on cards at the bottom and

create the dollar card you need. Fund it and use it

on Facebook/Instagram.

Another option if your account is in dollars is to

check if you have the PayPal option in your

payments option on Facebook, if so please visit

www.paypal.com and create an account with

them, also make sure your naira master/visa

card is properly integrated with PayPal, then

come back to Facebook and use PayPal as your

payment method.

For a post-paid account, if all the options

above fails you, you may need to create a new

ad account and ensure you pick naira as your

payment method so you can have the local

payment options.



Try all options above to solve the problem
If all fails, go to business.facebook.com on a
computer and create a new ad account in your
business manager. 
If you find this difficult to do, please send me an
email at info@websitechic.biz and we will assist
you.

2. I CANT PAY THE MONEY I OWE FACEBOOK ,
SO I CANT CREATE NEW ADS

Possible Solutions:

3. If you still have an issue, contact us by
sending an email to info@websitechic.biz

4. I SUCCESSFULLY CREATE ADS BUT THEY DON’T
RUN AND FACEBOOK DOES NOT REMOVE MONEY

FROM MY ACCOUNT

Possible Solutions:



Ensure that your campaign has been properly
setup by checking if your Ad went to review with
Facebook, you will see this in the status of the AD
it should show “Ad in Review ” or Active.

Ensure that Facebook actually approves the AD
to be run and there is an active bar beside your
promotion status.

Check that your payment options have been
properly set up using options above.

This is usually very common, so check that your
currency for example is not Argentina Pesos,
which has the same symbol as a dollar $ , 650
ARS = 1 USD , so fo example if you put $5 as
your ad budget you will get no result because that
will be way too low for Facebook to work with
what you should have used for your daily budget
should have been about $3200(argentina pesos)
per day.



Thank you for following me till the end.If you are

having issues with your Instagram/Facebook Ads

and all options above still did not solve your

problem, there are other methods too complicated

to communicate in this Ebook. Please contact me

by sending an email to info@websitechic.biz and I

will sort all your Ad Problems for You.

Or you can reach me on:

Instagram : @websitechic

Phone Number: 08169107724


